[Current approaches to surgical treatment of liver tumors].
Since 1990, 230 operations for focal pathologies in the liver have been carried out at the Center's clinics using such advanced procedures and equipment as radio-isotope examination of hepatic function, ultrasonography of the liver during surgery, ultrasound aspirator, water-flow scalpel, argon coagulator and adhesive dressing materials. The study included 75 resections for primary hepatic tumor (lethality-14.6%), 114 resections-disseminated tumor (lethality-5.2%) and 41 resections for benign tumors and non-tumor pathologies (no lethality). Preoperative chemotherapy was found to significantly increase the risk of postoperative complications in cases of liver resection. Five-year survival in such patients with primary tumor was 33.3%. The seven most significant prognostic factors in primary hepatic carcinoma were: portal invasion by tumor cells, number of tumor nodes in the liver, alpha-fetoprotein concentration, tumor node size, concomitant cirrhosis, age and extent of surgery. In patients with hepatic resection for solitary metastasis of the large bowel, 5-year survival was 28.6%. A regimen of adjuvant chemotherapy for solitary metastasis of colorectal cancer into liver is suggested. The data on 37 surgical patients with hepatic metastasis of non-colorectal cancer are presented. It was demonstrated that the liver should be resected in cases of solitary metastasis of renal carcinoma, adrenal gland, ovary, tests, breast, gallbladder and carcinoid.